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Abstract: Nowadays, due to the annihilation of renewable resources the conservation of energy is one of the
typical problems faced by the developing countries. As a global scenario, there is a necessity of creating an
instinct on human beings, for an efficient energy consumption in a feasible, modern, user-friendly way.
Similarly, the loss of power due to power thefts and other illegal activities are higher. In this paper, we are
proposing a new concept for sustentation of energy by GSM based prepaid energy matric system that will
overcome the above issues. The proposed technology is suitable for all type of consumers like electricity
distribution companies, private corporates, IT parks and housing colonies. The proposed piece of technology
can be implemented for better energy management, conservation of energy and also to neglect the unnecessary
hassles over incorrect billing. The automated billing system will track the real-time consumption and thus this
paper proposes a substantial contribution towards energy conservation
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INTRODUCTION utilities. A single-phase microcontroller based energy

In the existing system, usage of power can be shows less reliability [1, 2]. Design and Execution of Low
measured either by using an electronic energy meter or Cost Electronic Prepaid Energy Meter and the delinquent
by using an electro-mechanical meter. Commonly used of overpricing and over billing and the distress actuality
energy meters are only capable for recording the usage in faced by the clients in disbursing the bills will be
kWh units. The data thus recorded has to be processed detached  all  together.  It  is  electronic,  it  has no
by a meter reading corporate. In conventional method, the moving portions and the problem of steadiness, &
processing of recorded data (meter reading) is done by accurateness  due to temperature variations are solved [3,
linking each power usage datum which is recorded to an 4]. A prototypical of Wireless Automatic Meter Reading
account holder and then the amount owed by the System is established, here the wireless communiqué is
consumer is determined by means of the specific tariffs, grounded on IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee) standard and safety
such as fixed and variable tariff, in use. is employ by ensuing the direct sequence spread

In the current system, power usage of the consumer spectrum protocol. Effective execution of WAMRS
(i.e. energy meter reading) is taken manually by moving to pattern is ready possible to employ in Oman for meter
the consumer premises. This technique requires large man reading uses [6]. Wireless Smart Grid Design for
power resources and takes long duration to accomplish Observing and Augmenting Electric Transmission
the task. Manual billing can be constrained and deferred comprises of smart controlling station, several smart
due to bad weather conditions and the printed billing has wireless transformer sensor node, smart wireless
a high probability of getting lost. In this context, we can consumer sensor node and smart transmission line sensor
generalize that both the process of conventional method node. This design integrates active results for several
and manual method is highly prone to error. As a remedy glitches met by India’s electricity supply system such as
for these errors, Smart (Prepaid) Energy Meter has been variable voltage levels practiced due to the fluctuating
proposed and considered as an innovative solution aimed electrical ingestion, power robbery and transmission line
at facilitating affordability and reducing the cost of fault. It is projected for a single-phase electric supply

meter is also a method of energy management, but it
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system [7]. For better metering and billing scheme, a wide coverage, which can be used to request and retrieve
microcontroller centered single-phase digital prepaid power consumption over individual consumers [12, 13].
energy meter consists of a single-phase energy meter IC To avoid the unnecessary usage of power, apart from
and  two  microcontrollers. Any type of revolving parts is making the system connected to the service provider
not present in this digital prepaid energy meter. Energy through GSM, the system has to be in prepaid mode. The
consumption is measured using (ATmega32) internal use of Prepaid Energy meter is considered a smart way for
counter of microcontroller and from pulses of energy power usage. It is a beneficial for both consumers and
meter chip. A (ATtiny13) microcontroller is used as smart utilities, because they help users to consume more
card [9]. A smart prepaid energy-metering scheme is used efficiently and to improve the management of their
control electricity robbery. In this process, a smart energy budget, while allowing firms to reduce financial costs [5].
meter setup is fixed in every customer unit and a server is As the system is always monitored through the GSM
retained at service supplier. The meter and server are network, the service provider does not have to take meter
fitted with GSM segment, which enables bidirectional reading individually and also it can reduce the revenue
communiqué among ends using the prevailing GSM set- losses due to power theft effectively, which is alarmingly
up. Using SMS by referring a PIN number concealed in high in the current system.
scratch card to the server, customers can recharge the
energy meter [10]. Prepaid energy meters network via Proposed Gsm Based Prepaid Energy Meter: The design
power system communiqué is joining meters to a and modeling of a GSM-based Energy Recharge System
incorporated Centre that will enable the maintenance, for prepaid Metering is presented in this paper. The
control and security purpose. The stated network is cost- contemporary system of energy billing in India is prone to
effective since it is established by the prevailing power error and also time consuming and need a huge man
lines instead of creating a new wired or wireless network. power. In the existing system, the errors get introduced at
By means of power line communication technique, the every stage of energy billing [8]. The GSM based
data is transmitted over the network [11]. Android based approach is anticipated to minimize the error by
smart home (ABASH) monitoring technique is to observe introducing a new system of Prepaid Energy Metering. A
constantly the usage features of electrical power in real mode of communication is always established between
time at each power point. Observing equipment are the consumer and service provider using GSM
available based on wireless sensor network because of its technology and the consumer can recharge his/her
ability in recognizing remotely with the difficulties in the electricity account from home through the connection.
surroundings. Android-based smart home monitoring Many add-ons such as energy demand prediction and real
method perceives the threshold desecration in power time dynamic tariff as a function of demand and supply
convention and creates a suitable alert signal for can be implemented. Through GSM technology the
homeowners to empower them to take proper corrective consumer will be automatically alerted through messages
movements based on the condition, before the circuit about their usage of power when the account has reached
breaker functions. It is been corroborated explicitly for the a minimum threshold. If the balance is reached to the
Brunei Electric standard [14]. Electronic energy meter is minimum amount, it would automatically alert the
substituted by adaptive meter which comprises both consumer to recharge. The development of GSM
prepaid system and metering of the power consumed. The infrastructure in past decades has highly contributed to
prepaid arrangement is intended with smart equipment the proposal of smart energy meter. 
using renesas controller [15]. In the proposed system, Power consumption notification over individual
before the consumption of power, the consumer has to houses and flats can be availed by the consumer through
pay for the utilization. Consumers should hold a credit a request as the GSM infrastructure has nationwide
balance for a particular amount of energy, so they can coverage. Apart from making readings using GSM
consume the power until the credit is finished. If the communication, to avoid undesirable usage of power,
available credit of the consumer is exhausted, then the billing system is desirable to be made prepaid. Remote
power is automatically cut-off using a relay. access of existing energy meter by the energy provider

The GSM infrastructure technology is used in the can be used to replace the conventional method of person
proposed system, which will provide a smart solution for visiting each and every consumer. Also, they can monitor
the above-mentioned problem and make the meter reading the meter readings regularly without the person visiting
system wireless. The GSM infrastructure has national each house.
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Component Discription: GSM is having a foremost part in loads, it gives more robust and highly accurate metering
the proposed prepaid energy metering system. Global and measurement than that of the conventional
system for mobile communication (GSM) is a globally mechanical meters.
accepted standard. GSM is a cellular network, i.e. the cell To separate two circuits optically, a 4N35, which is an
phones, connect to it by searching for cells and using the optocoupler is used.
cell in the immediate vicinity. There are five different cell A 16x2 LCD (Liquid Crystal Display), which is an
sizes in a GSM network such as macro, micro, Pico, femto electronic display module that find a wide range of
and umbrella cells. The coverage area of each cell is applications, a very basic module and a commonly used
dependent upon the implementation environment. in various devices and circuits, is used. The LCDs are

Arduino is an open source electronic  platform  which economical, easily programmable, have no limitation of
is easy to use in both hardware and software. According displaying special & even custom characters makes is an
to GSM, it will connect the consumer to the internet using easy choice. A 16x2 LCD, displays 16 characters per line
the GPRS wireless network. An Arduino is plugged into and have 2 such lines. Each character in the LCD is
the Arduino board. A SIM card, from an operator offers displayed in 5x7 pixel matrix. In a LCD, Command and Data
GPRS coverage, which is plugged into the Arduino board are the two registers. The command instructions given to
and by following simple instructions we can have the the LCD is stored in the command register. A command is
board ready to connect the consumer to the service an instruction given to LCD to do a predefined task like
provider through internet. The consumer can also initializing, clearing screen, setting the cursor position,
make/receive voice calls and send/receive SMS messages. controlling display etc. The data register stores the data
Arduino is an open source physical computing platform to be displayed on the LCD. ASCII value of the character
based on flexible use and easy to hardware and software to be displayed on the LCD
which is used to for the development of prototypes. The
Arduino is composed of microcontroller with several System Description: The concept of prepaid energy meter
digital and analog inputs and outputs and interfaces. The is similar to the prepaid mobile phones connection that we
proposed system uses a LCD which is used for displaying use, in which we can recharge and use it until the balance
the status of units and remaining balance. is exhausted. We can built a smart energy meter, an

When supply voltage and frequency are constant, in automated system by using Arduino and GSM module.
day today life & in industrial installation,the most
commonly used AC KWh meter used today is Induction Block Diagram for Proposed System: Arduino, GSM
type energy meters to measure the energy consumed by module, LCD, Energy meter, Optocoupler, Resistors, SIM
a consumer through an AC circuit in a prescribed period. card are the main components of the circuit. The recharge
An integrating instrument, Energy meter, by which the of electricity balance can be done through the system by
total quantity of electrical energy supplied to the circuit in simply sending a SMS. The service is also disconnected
a given period s measured. The energy meters measure automatically if there is low or zero balance in the system.
electrical energy in Kilowatt hours. The Induction type The system, which is always connected to the service
energy meter works on the principle of electromagnetic provider, will monitor the energy meter readings and
induction. When an alternating current flows through automatically send updates to consumer’s registered
Current coil & Potential Coil, which are two suitably mobile phone number like low balance alert, cut off alert,
located coils, produces rotating magnetic field. This resume alert and recharge alert. To recharge our system,
magnetic field, which is cut by the metallic disc the consumer simply has to send a SMS to the system,
Suspended near to the coils in the energy meter, thus, through consumer’s cell phone. The system on receiving
induced an e.m.f. in the thin Aluminium disc. It causes this message, extract recharge amount and update the
circulation of eddy currents in the disc. A torque balance of the system. And thus the electricity of the
developed by the interaction of rotating magnetic field house or office of the consumer is again lit up by the
and eddy currents causes the disc to rotate which is the system.
same principle that is applied in a single-phase induction When the system is powered up, it reads previous
motor. values, i.e. the recharge amount stored in the EEPROM

An Electronic Energy Meter (EEM) functionally and restores them into the variables and then checks the
outperforms the traditional Ferrari’s wheel meter. The available balance with the predefined values stored and
important advantage of an EEM is that, in non-linear appropriate  action  according  to  the  program is  taken,
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like if available balance is greater than minimum, then
arduino turns on the electricity of home or office by using
relay, or if the balance is below minimum, arduino sends
alert to user phone regarding low balance and requesting
to recharge immediately. Another condition pre-defined
will be that, if balance is zero then arduino turns off the
electricity connection of home and sends alert to user
phone saying “supply is disconnected” and requesting to
recharge soon. GSM module is used to send and receive
messages.

Fig. 1: Block diagram for proposed system

Circuit Diagram: Circuit connection for the proposed
wireless electricity meter (smart energy meter) is shown in
the diagram. An Arduino UNO is used for processing all
the things used in the paper. For displaying the status of
consumed power in units and remaining balance, a LCD
can be used. 

Fig. 2: Simulation result

Fig. 3: Topology of proposed GSM based prepaid
energy meter

Arduino digital pin numbers 12,11,5,4,3,1 are
connected to the data pins of LCD namely RS, EN, DB4,
DB5, DB6, DB7. And RX and TX pin of GSM modules are
connected to the TX and RX pin of arduino respectively.
A 12v adapter is used to power the GSM module. For
switching electricity connection, a rely is used, which is
connected to pin 12 of arduino through ULN 2003 relay
driver.

A digital electricity energy meter, which the consumer
is currently using, can be converted to smart energy
meter. Open the digital energy meter and find the pulse of
LED or Cal LED’s terminals (cathode and anode). Solder
2 wires at both the terminals and take it out from the
energy meter and then close energy meter and tight
screws. Now an optocoupler is connected with its
collector to 5volt and emitter to the pin number 6 of
arduino.

Experimental Implementation: The hardware
implementation of proposed GSM based prepaid energy
meter is shown in figure 4. In the hardware, we are setting
the balance as 10. The balance is get decreased for each
pulse in energy meter. For every pulses the balanced get
reduced and if it reaches to a particular value, that we had
set, consumer got a message thus indicating that the
balance is low. When the balance reaches to zero value
then the supply will get cut off.

Calculation of Pulses: The amount of energy consumed
by one revolution of the disc is denoted by the symbol
Kh  which  is  given  in units of watt hour per revolution.
Using the value of Kh one can determine their power
consumption at any given time by timing the disc with a
stop watch.
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Fig. 4: Hardware implementation 

P = (3600*Kh)/t Watts major drawbacks in the present system, which is a
t = Time in seconds taken by the disc to complete one postpaid system, is that there is no control of usage from

revolution. the consumer’s side. Lack of planning in the consumer
P = Power in watts side causes a lot of energy wastage. Since it is a time of

By using induction type energy meter we have, need to utilize electricity in a better and efficient way. The

W=600W pending bills and also hurdles to modernization because
V=230V of lack of funds. The billing system is prone to a lot of
I=3.25A error and also has minimum probability to find energy
t=1.76sec theft and even when it does at the end of the month.
Load =750watt Energy theft is one of the main problems faced by the

By using digital energy meter the same experiment the current system, the distribution company is unable to
has been conducted and the values are keep the track of changing maximum demand for domestic

W= 200W receiving due bills for bills that have already being paid as
V=230V well as poor reliability of electricity supply and quality
I=1.05A even if bills are paid regularly. Keeping track of the
t= 4.36sec consumers load on a timely basis, having connected to
Load =750watt the consumer using a centralized system, this can help in
The time taken for one revolution of disc =37 sec accurate billing, track maximum demand. These are all the
Time taken for one pulse=1.76 sec features to be taken in to account for designing an
No. of pulses obtained in 37 sec= 37/1.76 = 21.02 efficient energy billing system incorporates these features

CONCLUSION distribution companies. The GSM based smart energy

This paper is intended to present an overview of management, also efficient energy usage planning for the
GSM based prepaid smart energy meter, by which the consumer and also a great help in reducing the power
usage of electricity on consumer side can be easily theft and the errors caused by the current system. Since
controlled to avoid wastage of power. This prepaid meter the consumer and the service provider is in touch all the
proves to be a boon in the power sector, since it is made time we can also increase the reliability and easily phase
to utilize energy in better and efficient way. One of the out the problem of power theft.

immense energy crisis, as a responsible citizen, there is a

service provider always faces revenue loss in the form of

energy sector which cause them huge revenue loss. With

consumers. The consumer is facing problems like

to address the problem faced by both the consumers and

meter can be an easy and ideal solution for the energy
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